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PUBG Mobile a battle Royale game in mobile and it is the popular game next to Freefire in Asia. This 

game was released in 2017 and from the day of released the Fans started increasing day by day because 

people knows the PUBG PC game. It is the mobile version of the PUBG for PC.  
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The term battle royale refers the last man or squad survives the game is considered as the winner of the 

game. In starting the game will leaves the 100 players in a island having guns and materials like 

backpacks, attachments and scopes. The player can land anywhere while they in the flight. After landed 

they can find weapons in the buildings and in some open places. Mostly the loots are available inside the 

buildings. There is a term called Playzone in the game which means we have to be inside the playzone 

otherwise our health will reduce gradually depends on the size of the playzone. We can also get vehicles 

in the map to go faster.  
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In Asian countries people are not interested in playing the playstation games, PC games and other 

console games. After Pubg mobile released the fans started increasing and it made now Pubg mobile 

comes in the list of most downloaded games in playstore.  

  

The game is not monetized by ads so the source of income is buying skins and dress in the game. 

Currently the game is in season 14 and each season they brings a feature called royal pass like battle pass 

in Fortnite. In normal royal pass you won’t get any good skins and outfits so if you want good looking gun 

skins and outfits you need to upgrade to elite pass. You have to complete daily and weekly missions to 

increase the RP points and collect the rewards. The price of Elite royal pass is 600 UC per season and 

after you reached your royal pass level 100 they will gift you 600 UC so you can use in for buying next 

season elite royal pass.  

  

The people comes from the ordinary family can’t able to pay and buy the elite Royal pass so they started 

searching in internet to know the ways to get free UC in PUBG mobile. Some scam websites tells about 

the UC hacks and glitches but sadly they won’t works. No worries we will gift you free UC to our readers 

by our giveaway. Our website is giving more freebies to our visitors like Free Netflix and Free Spotify 

Premium accounts to our readers. Participate in our giveaways and get free gifts.  

  

PUBG Hack at your service. This really is an PUBG ONLINE Hack, which could generate Unlimited number 

of Coins to your game account.  

  

This is the sole place online to get working cheats for PUBG and became the most effective player in this 

great game. If you wish to take your game to a different level and improve your odds for winning, you 

need to use free of charge now our amazing PUBG Hack Online Cheat Tool.  

  

PUBG Mobile Cheat Tool can be acquired for your Android or iOS device, it features a user-friendly 

interface and is simple manageable. This PUBG hack online generator is undetectable because of proxy 

connection and our safety system. It’s 128-bit SSL, to produce your account as safe as you are able to so 

don’t bother about bans. the working cheat tool for this game.  

  

Features include: UNLIMITED EVERYTHING and UNLOCK EVERYTHING. This works 100% because it has 

access to the server side of the game.  
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